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1. Introduction. - In a previous paper [1] , hereafter quoted as I, the second-order effects of configuration interaction on the hyperfine structure (hfs) of the l' configurations (1 i= 0) have been discussed. The purpose of the present study is to extend such calculations to the configurations lN l' (N # 4 1 + 2).
In I, the results are presented essentially in the form of L1 factors. That is, in Russell-Saunders (LS) coupling, for each of the three orbit-dependent parts of the hfs hamiltonian, the radial quantity r -3 &#x3E; must be multiplied by (1 + [4] . This method shows immediately that, as the hfs and electrostatic operators are respectively one-and two-electron operators, we can expect in X(Kk) one-, two-and three-electron operators.
In particular, excitations n" 1" --&#x3E; n"' l"' (i. e. closed subshell empty subshell ; type (a)) give only oneelectron operators, and excitations nl ±:; n' l' (when relevant, i. e. when l -l' 1 = 0 or 2 ; type (d)) are the only ones to give three-electron operators. Parts of two-electron operators may correspond to parameters with R° integrals. In the case where they reduce to one-electron operators, they give contributions to the L1 factors independent of K, k and N. As in I, they will not be considered in the tables ( § 5) .
The definitions of the radial parameters x are given in table 3 . In this table : TABLE 2 Two-electron operators for excitations of types (b) and (c) 0 AE(na 1., nb lb) is the (positive) energy difference between the subshells na la and nb lb in the central field. 2022 The sums over n"' involve all excited states, including those in the continuum, whereas the sums over n" run over all relevant occupied subshells.
Some one-electron operators must be added for type (c), some acting between nl and the others between n' l' electrons. Their effects can be taken into account by multiplying the relevant r-3 &#x3E; radial quantities by factors 1 + A depending on (Kk) but not on the LS terms involved.
To take into account the excitation n" /" ~ n' l' (if relevant), the general form of J is :
where TABLE 3 To get the L1 factor for r -3 &#x3E;nl (resp. r-3 &#x3E;n'l') one has to take na la = nl (resp. n' l'). To take into account the excitation n" 1" -nl (if relevant) the two d formulae are obtained by replacing n' l' by nl.
EXCITATIONS OF TYPE (a)
. - The same conclusion applies to excitations of type (a), which yield only one-electron operators. Here the d factor is with and na la is to be replaced by nl for the d factor of r-3 &#x3E; nI and by n' l' for r -3 &#x3E;n'l'.
We note that this is, with new notations, exactly the result given by Judd [2] for the lN case. TABLE 4 where Co, Ci and C2 are respectively the configurations (nl)N n' l', (nl)N-1 (n' 1')2 and (nl)N+1. Here, we must abandon the notation AE(nl, n' l') because we do not know which of the three considered configurations is the lowest and which is the highest. (b) and (c). Indeed, the radial r-3 &#x3E; quantity is (nl |r-3 n' l'), symmetrical in nl and n' l'. As in dN s (see § 5), we propose to take as denominator of L1 the reduced matrix element of T(Kk)nl. Actually, as will be discussed in the conclusion, this choice is of little practical importance. TABLE 8 The angular coefficients for these radial parameters have been calculated with the computer programs of Carlier and Bordarier [5] and Bordarier [6] . In these programs, the calculation of the matrix elements is carried over in integer numbers. To obtain the results for N &#x3E; 6, we have derived formulas relating terms with the same LS name belonging to dN s and d10 -N s.
EXCITATIONS OF TYPE (d)
As concerns the parameters already introduced in I, we have seen that they appear in the d factors for the two terms (3 dN oei S1 Li, 4 s) S2 L1 with the same coefficients as in 3 dN al Si L1. So the regularities in their coefficients which we observed in 1 are still apparent.
To compare these results with experimental data, we consider, as in 3 dN 4 s2, the oc and y quantities.
ac is the ratio of r -3 &#x3E; values associated with the 1 and sC operators :
In the same way y = b(q) ja(sC), proportional to 1 + L1(02) -A(12). The formal values ofoc are given in table 9 for the terms of highest multiplicities, the contributions of the 3 d --. n"' g excitation not being included.
We check that, in this We have noticed a difficulty in the use of A, when trying to describe the effects of nl = n' l' excitations by a change in the r-3 &#x3E; value for nl or n' l'. Of course, in the example of dN s, we were obliged to describe any orbit-dependent second-order effect by a modification of r-3 &#x3E; 3d. But [9] . Bibliographie 
